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Details of Visit:

Author: Robert12
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 6 Jun 2015 18:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Admiral Escorts
Website: http://www.admiralescorts.com/
Phone: 07933999399

The Premises:

Easy to find and very central. Nice location that is full of life and yet discreet. Parking dead easy or I
could see metro 5mins away. 

The Lady:

Drop dead gorgeous and a playboy bunny type with sophistication. Delisha is all that you see, being
5'6 or maybe more, a divine figure for a young lady with girlish femine charms. It is hard to describe
Delisha's best assets, the most perfect arse, amazing breasts, incredible tight tasty bits, with a face
that makes you stop to pinch yourself to see if you are so lucky or just dreaming.  

The Story:

Delisha has the most amazing way that is so cute, so sexy and an incredible experience. Normally I
would think an EE girl looking so good cannot be so good at such a good rate; but Delisha is better
than good, she is divinely delicious. A true honey with a honey pot to taste and savour that is rare
and her services and manner are excellent. I have a big grin of the mischief we enjoyed and the
pleasures I enjoyed and she then enjoyed, full on interaction and pleasure. I only regret I did not
stay for longer or book her sooner as it was the most relaxed and satisfying and tasty experience I
have had for a long time and it felt so good and Delisha tasted and felt like nectar. A mix between a
PSE and a GFE as the moment and heat of that moment takes you or Delisha. She will easily
satisfy you in every way and having left I was stunned, dazed and feeling so luck to be with and
enjoy such a delicious young minx who enjoyed the same time and moment. I cannot wait to return
and was hesistant to impart this review but Delishah is a stunningly gorgeous girl in every sense
and in every part of her that can keep you entertained as you much as you want to enjoy. Dine well
chaps but please treat her well as she deserves
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